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GENERAL 'pURPOSE: To set forth policies for the administration of implied consent
breath alcohol tests.
POLICY:

The Division will establish procedures for properly conducting implied

consent BAC DataMaeter breath alcohol teats.

SPECIFIC PROCEDURES: Even though the BAC DataMaster has the capability to detect
the presence of mouth alcohol and will abort the test if significant mouth
alcohol is detected, an observation period of a minimum of twenty minutes will
be used as a precaution.
For implied consent tests, it must be a minimum of
twenty minutes between the time on the time stamp and the time listed by "SUBJECT
SAMPLE" on the evidence ticket (except in refusals). Therefore, the actual teet
sequence may begin less than twenty minutes from the beginning observation time
(as indicated by the time stamp), as long as at least twenty minutes elapse
before the subject provides his/her breath sample. Test operators are instructed
to wait at least twenty minutes before beginning the test sequence only to
prevent the operator from having the subject provide a sample before twenty
minutes has elapsed. The test operator may, at his/her discretion, observe more
than one subject at once, as long as the observation periods are performed
properly.
In this case, the operator must be able to verify that none of the
subjects ingested any external liquids or solids during the observation period.
During the observation period, the subject must not be allowed to ingest
any external liquids and/or solids. Also, the subject may not smoke during this
time.
Intentional ingestion of prohibited substances constitutes a refusal
situation. If ingestion of prohibited substances (intentional or unintentional)
or any other type of compromise of the observation period occurs and the operator
proceeds with the test, he/she must recheck the mouth, time stamp an evidence
ticket, and begin another minimum twenty minute observation period.
The
subject•s failure to cooperate in this procedure also constitutes a refusal
situation.
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If a subject regurgitates significant (as determined by the operator) solid
and/or liquid matter into the mouth during the observation period, the operator
will have the subject rinse his/her mouth out with water, check the mouth, and
then time stamp another ticket to begin another observation period (unless a
refusal occurs).
If significant regurgitation that could affect the teet went
undetected by the operator, the instrument's mouth alcohol detection system would
abort the teet.
Merely belching during the observation period will not affect
the test results and therefore the mouth does not have to be rinsed out or
another observation period begun.
If the observation period must be restarted
for whatever reason, the original evidence ticket should be saved.

